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Graduation Exercises 
December 18, 2003 
Clemson, South Carolina 
CEREMONIAL MUSIC 
DEPARTMENT OF PERFORMING ARTS 
Prelude 
Voluntary - Charles Callahan 
Dr. Linda Dzuris, Assistant Professor of Music, Organist 
Impulse - Directed by Dr. Dan Rash, Director of Choral Activities 
I. Higher and Higher 
Composed by Gary L. Jackson, Carl Smith, and Raynard Miner 
II. Hold On to the Night 
Composed by Richard Marx and Bruce Gaitsch/arr. Philip M. Slagle 
III. Long Train Runnin' 
Composed by Tom Johnston/arr. Philip M. Slagle 
IV. Ode to Clemson 
Composed by Hugh H. McGarity/arr. David A. Conley 
Processional 
Traditional Marches and Trumpet Tunes 
Dr. Linda Dzuris, Assistant Professor of Music, Organist 
Closing 
V. Clemson University Alma Mater 
Music by Hugh H. McGarity and Robert Farmer 
Words by A. C. Corcoran/arr. Ed Freeman 
Impulse 
Stage Party Exit 
March in D - George F. Handel 
Dr. Linda Dzuris, Assistant Professor of Music, Organist 
Postlude · 
Song of] oy - Christopher Boodle 
Dr. Linda Dzuris, Assistant Professor of Music, Organist 
Members of Impulse, Directed by Dr. Dan Rash 
Donovan Albia 
Bradley Cantrell 
Matt Cason 
Michael Clark 
Kyle Dement 
Matt Fiorello 
Daniel Lavender 
Nick Loder 
Daniel Morgan 
Matt Richardson 
Sherman Rominger 
Dave Rosenthal 
Jim Shepard 
Philip Slagle 
Mike Trammell 
John Wise 
Congratulatory Applause 
You are requested to refrain from loud expressions of pleasure for individual 
graduates. Such expressions frequently detract from the recognition due the 
next graduate in line. Your cooperation is respectfully requested. 
Graduation 
Thursday, December 18, 2003 
11:00 a.m. Littlejohn Coliseum 
ORDER OF CEREMONIES 
(Please remain standing for both the processional and invocation.) 
Invocation 
Valerie Magdaluyo Navarro, Student Representative 
Introduction of Trustees 
President James F. Barker 
Conferring of Honorary Degree 
President James F. Barker 
Reflections 
Dr. James A. Timmerman, Jr. 
Recognition of the Deans of the Colleges 
Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost 
Doris R. Helms 
Conferring of Degrees and Delivery of Diplomas 
President James F. Barker 
Recognition and Presentation of Awards 
Class of '3 9 A ward for Exce Hence 
Faculty Scholarship Award 
Dr. Linda Dzuris, Organist 
Impulse 
Professor Yuj i Kishimoto, University Marshal 
• 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Leon J. Hendrix, Jr., Chairman ___________ Kiawah Island 
J. J. Britton, Vice Chairman Sumter 
Bill L. Amick Batesburg--Leesville 
Lawrence M. Gressette, Jr. Columbia 
Thomas C. Lynch, Jr. Clemson 
Louis B. Lynn Columbia 
Patricia H. McAbee Greenwood 
Leslie G. McCraw Greenville 
E. Smyth McKissick III Greenville 
Thomas B. McTeer, Jr. Columbia 
Robert L. Peeler Lexington 
William C. Smith, Jr. Columbia 
Joseph D. Swann Greenville 
Trustees Emeriti 
Louis P. Batson, Jr. ---------------~Greenville 
Fletcher C. Derrick, Jr. Charleston 
W. G. DesChamps, Jr. Bishopville 
Harold D. Kingsmore Aiken 
Paul W. McAlister Laurens 
D. Leslie Tindal Pinewood 
Allen P. Wood Florence 
Executive Secretary to the Board of Trustees 
and Executive Assistant to the President 
J. Thornton Kirby 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS 
James F. Barker President 
Doris R. Helms Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost 
Benjamin W. Anderson General Counsel 
A. Neill Cameron, Jr. Vice President for Advancement 
Almeda R. Jacks Vice President for Student Affairs 
John W. Kelly Vice President for Public Service and Agriculture 
Scott A. Ludlow Chief Business Officer 
Lawrence Nichols II Chief Human Resources Officer 
Terry Don Phillips Director of Athletics 
Christian E. G. Przirembel Vice President for Research 
HONORARY DEGREE 
DR. JAMES A. TIMMERMAN, JR. 
DOCTOR OF SCIENCE 
Dr. James A. Timmerman, Jr., Director Emeritus of the S. C. Department of Natural 
Resources, has dedicated his life's work to preserving and protecting South Carolina's 
natural resources. 
Born in Pelzer in 1935, Timmerman earned Bachelor's (1957) and Master's (1959) Degrees 
in Zoology from Clemson University and a Ph.D. (1963) from Auburn University. In 1961, 
he joined the faculty of The Citadel and was appointed to head the new biology 
department in 196 7 as the youngest department head ever to serve the military college. 
Dr. Timmerman served first as acting director, then as permanent director of the Marine 
Resources Division of the S. C. Wildlife and Marine Resources Department from 1970 to 
1974. During this time, he was instrumental in the development of the Marine Center at 
Fort Johnson in Charleston. In 1974, Dr. Timmerman was appointed executive director of 
the S. C. Wildlife and Marine Resources Department, which he developed into one of the 
premier wildlife departments in the country. 
In 1994, the S. C. Department of Natural Resources (SCDNR) was formed, unifying six 
former state agencies under one mission, leadership and organization. The SCDNR Board 
voted unanimously to name Dr. Timmerman as agency director. Upon his retirement in 
-1997, the board named him director emeritus. 
As a tribute to "one of South Carolina's most beloved and respected conservationists" and 
in appreciation for the role he played in the state's acquisition of the 32,000,acre J ocassee 
Gorges property, the S. C. General Assembly passed a resolution to name the area in honor 
of Dr. Timmerman. The Jim Timmerman Natural Resources Area was dedicated on 
December 7, 2000. 
Dr. Timmerman's dedication to natural resources conservation has e'arned him wide 
recognition. He has received the Order of the Palmetto from the state of South Carolina, 
the 1997 Chuck Yeager Award from the National Fish & Wildlife Foundation, the 1996 
Lifetime Achievement Award from the S. C. Wildlife Federation, and the 1990 Seth 
Gordon Award from the International Association of Fish & Wildlife Federation. 
His exemplary career of public service includes leadership of numerous professional 
organizations and service to government agencies. Dr. Timmerman was on the Presidential 
Transitional T earn for President George Bush during 1988-89 and was appointed by the 
U. S. Secretary of Commerce to the Advisory Board of National Marine Fisheries Service. 
For Clemson, he has served on the Board of Visitors, the Bioengineering Committee, 
advisory boards for the School of Forest and Recreation Resources, and The Institute of 
Wildlife and Environmental Toxicology. Dr. Timmerman was instrutnental in forming a 
cooperative relationship between the SCDNR and Clemson University, which fostered the 
development of a strong wildlife and fisheries program and led to the establishment of the 
U. S. Fish & Wildlife Service Co,op Unit at Clemson. 
In recognition of his untiring service to the citizens of South Carolina and his relentless 
zeal and enthusiasm for natural resources conservation, it is with great honor and pleasure 
that we recognize Dr. James A. Timmerman, Jr. by presenting him the honorary Doctor of 
Science Degree. 
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The Academic Procession 
The Academic procession is composed of the faculty, staff, officers, trustees, and honored 
guests of the University. Faculty enter by college and each college is preceded by its marshal, 
a senior faculty member, with the college baton, described under University Regalia. 
The college banners are placed on the stage. Each banner is a combination of colors that 
declare the disciplines taught in that college. These colors, which were established by the 
American Council on Education, are as follows: 
College 
Agriculture, Forestry, and Life 
Sciences 
Architecture, Arts, and 
Humanities 
Business and Behavioral Science 
Engineering and Science 
Health, Education, and Human 
Development 
Library 
Staff 
Faculty Senate 
Colors 
Maize 
Brown 
Golden Yellow 
Lilac 
Brown 
White 
Dark Blue 
Drab 
Copper 
Peacock Blue 
Cream 
Orange 
Golden Yellow 
Light Blue 
Apricot 
Cream 
Lemon Yellow 
Purple and Orange 
Purple and White 
Discipline 
Agriculture 
Forestry 
Life Sciences 
Architecture 
Arts 
Humanities 
Philosophy 
Accounting and Business 
Economics 
Public Administration 
Social Sciences 
Engineering 
Science 
Education 
Nursing 
Social Sciences 
Library 
Academic Support 
Instruction 
Collegiate faculty follow their marshal in order of academic rank wearing academic 
costumes of medieval origin. Those who have received their degrees from institutions outside 
the United States wear costumes specified by the awarding institutions. 
The academic costumes of faculty whose degrees are from United States' institutions are 
specified by a uniform code maintained by the American Council on Education. Caps are 
black and are usually mortar boards with tassels. Doctors of Philosophy wear gold tassels 
usually of metallic thread; other degrees wear black or discipline colors. 
The bachelor's gown is simple and black with long, pointed sleeves. Masters' gowns, also 
black, are longer than bachelors. Older gowns have sleeves that terminate at the elbow while 
those since 1960 have sleeves extended to the wrist. Doctors' gowns are full, with bell,like 
sleeves. The front is marked by velvet panels and the sleeves are marked by three velvet 
bars. While most gowns are black with black velvet, one variation is to replace black velvet 
with velvet in the discipline color. A second variation is a colored gown usually of the 
university's colors. 
All hoods specify the level of degree, the type of discipline studied and the awarding 
institution. First, degree level is signified by the size of the hood with bachelors' smallest, 
masters' larger, and doctors' quite large and of a different shape. Clemson does not award 
hoods to bachelors. The width of the velvet trim also conveys the degree. Secondly, the 
degree is indicated by the color of the trim edging the hood to form the throat over the gown. 
The most frequently seen is dark blue, which designates the doctor of philosophy (Ph.D.) 
degree. Finally, the color of the hood's lining specifies the awarding institution. The colors 
are displayed in combinations that are drawn from heraldry. Notice that the Clemson 
University hood is lined with purple through which is an orange chevron (a "V"). Although 
many combinations are duplicated by dozens of institutions, Clemson is presently the only 
institution with that registered combination. 
The officers, trustees, and honored guests wear academic, ecclesiastical, or military 
regalia as set forth by their professions. They are preceded by the University Marshal. Clad 
in a gown of office in gold and purple, the marshal wears no hood and bears the University 
mace. At the ceremony's close, the faculty do not exit as a part of the recessional but are 
dismissed, along with students and guests, when the marshal leaves the coliseum. 
The University Regalia 
The University mace is the symbolic representation of the whole of Clemson 
University and must be present at any convocation where the University, 
through its delegated members, is acting officially. At any official convocation 
such as commencement, the University Marshal, carrying the mace, precedes 
the President into the assembly. The mace rests before the President's chair or 
speaker's stand throughout the ceremony, and its removal from the assembly at 
the close of a convocation is symbolic of the official withdrawal of the 
University and, thus, the close of the proceedings. 
The decorative design of Clemson's mace is derived from the ceremonial 
maces carried by heads of state and church in the Middle Ages. Its basic 
clublike shape, however, is much more ancient, probably going back to man's 
prehistory. It is made of walnut wood and silver, with the seal of the University 
in gold and the University colors represented by insets of carnelian (orange) 
and amethyst {purple). Amethyst is also the state stone of South Carolina. 
The Presidential chain and seal is symbolic of the authority vested in the 
office of president by the governing body of the University. Only the 
University President may wear it, and while wearing it he speaks for the whole 
body of the institution. Clemson's chain and seal are made of silver and gold, 
and carnelian and amethyst. 
The batons of the college marshals also descend from medieval "staffs of 
office" which were carried by the senior members of departments of state or 
church. They display the seal of the University and the symbolic color of the 
discipline to which the college belongs. Clemson's batons are made of walnut 
wood and silver with the various disciplines inset with enamel. 
The University regalia were designed and executed by Mr. Robert Ebendorf. 
Mr. Ebendorf is twice winner of the Tiffany Award and one of the most 
acclaimed goldsmiths of our era. The enamel plaques for the batons were 
executed by the late Professor Marshall C. Bell, and the lapidary work was 
executed by the late Mr. C. C. Wilson of Clemson University. 
• 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DOCTOR'S DEGREES 
BONNIE HOLADAY, Dean, Graduate School 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND LIFE SCIENCES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Applied Economics 
Gavril Alexandru Huiber Cenu Silvaniel, Romania ------------------------------
B.Sc., University of Cluj 
Dissertation: The Value of a Brand - A Natural Experiment 
Advisor: Dr. C. M. Lindsay 
lhsuan Li_-'--____________________________________ Asuncion, Paraguay 
B.A ., Suffolk University; M.A., Fordham University; M.A., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Essays on the Economics of Consumer Debt 
Advisor: Dr. R. D. Sauer 
Dong-CheolSa ---------------~-----------------------Seoul, Korea 
B.A., M.A., Korea University 
Dissertation: Spatial Employment Dynamics in Regions of South Carolina 1970-2000 
Advisor: Dr. M. S. Henry 
Kristina Terkun -------------------------------------Chantilly, VA 
B.A., James Madison University; M.A., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Organization of Christianity and Tendencies Toward Schism 
Advisor: Dr. M. T. Maloney 
Aquaculture, Fisheries, and Wildlife Biology 
Deborah Mardeane Epperson Williston, FL 
B.S., M.S., University of Florida 
Dissertation: Impacts of a Non-Native Species, Solenopsis invicta, on a Keystone Vertebrate, Gopherus polyphemus, and its 
Associated Commensal Fauna 
Advisor: Dr. C. R. Allen 
Entomology 
Will Karlisle Reeves Gamboa, Panama 
B.S., Georgia Institute of Technology; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Biodiversity and Behavior of Selected Endosymbiotes and Hematophagous Flies (Diptera) in the Southern Appalachian 
Mountains, U.S.A. 
Advisor: Dr. P. H. Adler 
Alton Denny Smith ___________________________________ Brookhaven, MS 
B.S., Mississippi College; M.S., East Texas State University 
Dissertation: Pollination Efficacy of Honey Bees (Aphis mellifera L.) on Field-grown Triploid Watermelon 
Advisor: Dr. W. M. Hood 
Environmental Toxicology 
Gretchen Kristine Bielmyer Ponte Vedra Beach, FL 
B.S., University of North Florida, M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Responses of Hybrid Striped Bass to Waterborne and Dietary Copper in Fresh and Saltwater Systems 
Advisor: Dr. S. J. Klaine 
Eric John Van Genderen Denver, CO 
B.S., Colorado State University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Influence of Soft Surface Water Conditions on Copper Toxicity to Pimephales promelas: Responses at Mechanistic-, 
Population-, and Watershed- levels of Organization 
Advisor: Dr. S. J. Klaine 
Forest Resources 
Mehmet Ozalp T unceli, Turkey 
B.S., University of Istanbul; M.S., Mississippi State University 
Dissertation: Water Quality, Aboveground Productivity, and Nutrient Dynamics During Low Flow Periods in Tidal Floodplain 
Forests of South Carolina 
Advisor: Dr. W. H. Conner 
Maria Anderson Whitehead Florence, SC 
B.S., Davidson College, M.S., University of Georgia 
Dissertation: Seasonal Variation in Food Resource Availability and Avian Communities in Four Habitat Types in the Southern 
Appalachian Mountains 
Advisor: Dr. J. D. Lanham 
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Genetics 
Hye,Ran Kim Taejeon, Korea 
B.S., M.S., Chungnam National University 
Dissertation: Genome Study of Rice Chromosome lOp0.0 - 10p4.4 and Development of Methodologies for Efficient Genome 
Sequencing Projects 
Advisor: Dr. J.P. Tomkins 
Plant Pathology 
Alison E. Robertson Harare, Zimbabwe 
B.S., University of Natal 
Dissertation: Ralstonia Solanacearum: Relationship Between Bacterial Diversity and Disease Incidence in the Southeastern United 
States 
Advisor: Dr. B. A. Fortnum 
Plant Physiology 
Brian Todd Bunnell ____________________________________ Lexington, KY 
B.A., University of Kentucky; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Physiological Response of Bermuda Grass to Reduced Light Environments 
Advisor: Dr. L.B. McCarty 
Ian Rex Rodriguez Tampa, FL 
B.S., M.S., University of Florida 
Dissertation: Creeping Bent Grass Microclimate and Physiological Responses to Induced Surface and Subsurface Air Movement and 
Increased Soil Carbon Dioxide Levels in a Heat Stress Environment 
Advisor: Dr. L. B. McCarty 
Zoology 
Ian Robert Davenport Manchester, England 
B.Sc., University of New Castle Upon Tyne 
Dissertation: Comparative Morphology of Oogenesis Pertaining to the Evolution of Extreme Egg Size in Chondrichthyan Fishes 
Advisor: Dr. J. P Wourms 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
IndustriaVOrganizational Psychology 
Michael Joseph Garrity Madison, NC 
B.S., Appalachian State University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Personality, Demographics, and Job, Relevant Risk as Predictors of Accident Outcomes in the Nuclear Industry 
Advisor: Dr. P.H. Raymark 
Janet Achenbach McCarten Carmel, NY 
B.S., Cornell University; M.S., State University of New York College,Cortland, M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Differences in Depression, Anxiety, Self,Esteem, and Parenting Stress Between Paid Work and Stay,at,home Mother: 
A Meta,Analysis 
Advisor: Dr. M.A. Taylor 
Management 
Xiaoming Li-------------------------------------- Taizhou, China 
B.E., Southeast University; M.S., Renmin University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Demand Variance Amplification in Supply Chains Under the (R, nQ) Inventory Policies 
Advisor: Dr. V. Sridharan 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Bioengineering 
Matthew Raymond Gevaert W oodslee, Canada 
B.S., University of Waterloo; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Design, Synthesis and Characterization of Hard Elastomeric Polyurethanes for Biomaterial Applications 
Advisor: Dr. M. LaBerge 
Biosystems Engineering 
Hong,weiYen ------------------------------------~LuKang,Taiwan 
B.A., Tunghai University; M.S., National Tsing Hua University 
Dissertation: Anaerobic Bioassay of Methane Potential of Microalgal Biomass 
Advisor: Dr. D. E. Brune 
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Chemistry 
Shengjian Li ______________________________________ Chengdu, China 
B.S., Sichuan University; M.S., West China University of Medical Sciences; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Coupling Reactions of a-Aminoalkyl Reagents 
Advisor: Dr. A. L. Beyerlein 
Wandee Luesaiwong Bangkok, Thailand 
B.S., Sri Nakharinwirot University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Applications of Radio Frequency Glow Discharge Optical Emission Spectrometry on Bulk and Depth Resolved Analysis 
of Solid Materials 
Advisor: Dr. R. K. Marcus 
Civil Engineering 
Hui Yang _________________________________________ Jiangxi, China 
B.S., M.S., Zhejiang University 
Dissertation: Reliability Analysis of Soil Liquefaction 
Advisor: Dr. C. H. J uang 
Electrical Engineering 
Pradeep Swethadri Setlur --------------------------------~Bangalore, India 
B.E., Mysore University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Nonlinear Control of Mechatronic and Automotive Systems 
Advisor: Dr. D. M. Dawson 
Environmental Engineering and Science 
Timur Deniz Aydin, Turkey 
B.Sc., Dokuz Eylul University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Biodegradation of Benzoate and 3-Chlorabenzoate by a Mixed Microbial Community Under Denitrifying, Microaerobic, 
and Cyclic Aerobic Anoxic Conditions 
Advisor: Dr. C. P. L. Grady 
HocheolSong ---------------------------------------~Seoul, Korea 
B.S., Hanyang University; M.S., Texas A & M University 
Dissertation: Reduction of Chlorinated Hydrocarbons by Nano-sized Iron 
Advisor: Dr. C. M. Lee 
Industrial Engineering 
Jay-wan Kim Kwang-Ju, Korea 
B.S., Republic of Korea Naval Academy; M.S., Florida Institute of Technology 
Dissertation: Navy Theater Missile Defense: Optimal Estimation of Theater Ballistic Missile Parameters and Prediction of Missile 
Trajectories Using a Kalman Filter 
Advisor: Dr. B. R. Cho 
Materials Science and Engineering 
Dang-Hyok Yoon ______________________________________ HaeNam, Korea 
B.A., Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology 
Dissertation: Barium Titanate Tape Properties for MLCC Application Using Different Binder Systems 
Advisor: Dr. B. I. Lee 
Mathematical Sciences 
Jeffrey Bryan Farr Greenville, SC 
B.S., Bob Jones University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Computing Grobner Bases with Applications to Multivariate Pade Approximation and Algebraic Coding Theory 
Advisor: Dr. X. Gao 
ArturJaroslawGorka __________________________________ ~Torun, Poland 
M.S., Copernicus University-Mikolaja Torun 
Dissertation: The Random Multi-Directional Method of Feasible Directions 
Advisor: Dr. M. M. Kostreva 
Physics 
Sriparna Bhattacharya ___________________________________ ~Calcutta, India 
B.S., M.S., Calcutta University 
Dissertation: Investigation of Thermoelectric Properties of Ti-Based Half-Heusler Alloys 
Advisor: Dr. T. M. Tritt 
Kristopher Bryan McGuire -----------------------------------St Louis, MO 
B.S., M.S., University of Missouri-Columbia 
Dissertation: Synthesis and Characterization of Nanomaterials: Nanotubes, Nanowires, and Nano belts 
Advisor: Dr. A. M. Rao 
Textiles, Fiber and Polymer Science 
Michael F. Pepitone Woodstock, NY 
B.S., Pennsylvania State University 
Dissertation: Synthesis and Characterization of 2,3-dihydrothieno [3,4-b]-1,4-dioxine (EDOT) Derivatives and Related Materials as 
Precursors to Opto-Electronic Devices 
Advisor: Dr. R. V. Gregory 
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COLLEGE OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION 
Career and Technology Education 
Edwin Dean Gilbert Townville, SC 
B.S., M.A., Appalachian State University 
Dissertation: Conventional Direct Mailing Versus Variable, Data, Personalized Printing: A Comparative Analysis of Cost,per, 
Response Effectiveness 
Advisor: Dr. J. M. Leininger 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Educational Leadership 
Paul Truett Brooksher Grayson, GA 
B.S., Kennesaw College; M.Ed., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Employer,Supported Childcare in Public Education: A Case Study of Middle School Teachers' and Administrators' 
Perceptions Related to Teacher Attrition and Absenteeism 
Advisor: Dr. R. L. Blackbourn 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 
Thomas Jason Davis _______________________________ _ 
B.S., M.R.A., Georgia Southern University 
Dissertation: The Environmental Perceptions of Whitewater Kayakers 
Advisor: Dr. R. D. Bixler 
4 
Jonesborough, TN 
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CANDIDATES FOR THE EDUCATION SPECIALIST AND 
MASTER'S DEGREE 
BONNIE HOLADAY, Dean. Graduate School 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND LIFE SCIENCES 
MASTER OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 
Beverley Joan Ritchey Connelly ______ Beaufort, SC Carolyn Theo Tomlinson _______ Charleston, SC 
MASTER OF FOREST RESOURCES 
Christopher James Childers _________ Sylva, NC Joseph Thomas Johnson Ill ________ Aiken, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural and Applied Economics 
Horace Chadwick Hicks ________ Anderson, SC John Vincent Pace ________ Britton's Neck, SC 
Animal Physiology 
Frederick Paul Lundy Ill ________ Wysox, PA 
Aquaculture, Fisheries, and Wildlife Biology 
Nathacha Emerant ________ Port-au-Prince, Haiti Kevin Michael Kubach ________ Alpharetta, GA 
Tiffany Elnora Griggs Westfield, NJ Matt Duncan McKinney Orange Park, FL 
Melissa Ruth Ide Spring Lake, Ml 
Botany 
David Thomas Nestor _______ Greenville, SC 
Entomology 
Marriah Jo Schwallier ________ Grand Rapids, MI Jenny Cheryl Staeben ______ Colorado Springs, CO 
Environmental Toxicology 
Jonathan Shepherd Bearr ______ Westminster, MD Christina Renee Pac ___________ Parrish, FL 
Forest Resources 
Jeremy Richard Poirier _______ Bainbridge, GA 
Genetics 
Sandra Ellen Medel __________ Miami, FL 
Microbiology 
Roshna Dhananjayan ________ Bombay, India 
Packaging Science 
Gregory Scott Batt ___________ Clemson, SC Stacie Winchester McCreary ________ Seneca, SC 
Plant and Environmental Sciences 
Staci Nicole Burnett __________ Woodruff, SC Jessica Ann Eisenmann __________ Easley, SC 
Campbell Johnson Cox Chantilly, VA 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE, ARTS, AND HUMANITIES 
MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION SCIENCE AND MANAGEMENT 
Edward Bulfin Purcell Ill ________ Columbia, SC Adam Lawrence Weser ________ Elizabeth, WV 
MASTER OF ARTS 
English 
Mary Smith Geren ___________ Elberton, GA Lori Ann Pedersen ____________ Fords, NJ 
Erin Patricia Knapp Peachtree City, GA 
History 
Nicholas Barker Gambrell _______ Oakway, SC 
Professional Communication 
Allison Elizabeth Cantrell _________ Greer, SC Andrew Michael Heck __________ Austin, TX 
Catherine Clabaugh Heatly Gilbert Spartanburg, SC John Adam Wickliffe Anderson, SC 
Phaidra Shelise Glover Varnville, SC 
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Mashaal Aziz-James Ahmadieh ________ Cary, NC Christopher Ludwig ________ Inge lheim, Germany 
William Wesley Bryant Greenville, SC Cletus David Moorman Deland, FL 
Thomas Truman Davis _High Point, NC Richard Anthony Morris Detroit, MI 
Stuart Andrew Dodson Greenville, SC Nathaniel Richard Nash Fitzgerald, GA 
Heidi Frank Edwards Greer, SC Margaret Gibson Pickens Spartanburg, SC 
Jennifer Sarah Hicks Boiling Springs, SC James Philip Roe Greenville, SC 
Adriaan Gabriel Kanaar Miami, FL Brandon Paul Rudnicki Buffalo, NY 
Patricia Ane King Simpsonville, SC Rudy LaVert Simmons Moncks Corner, SC 
MASTER OF ELECTRONIC COMMERCE 
Jose Fernando Figueroa _______ Pereira, Colombia Janice Marlene Powell __________ Liberty, SC 
Owen Martin Kink Virginia Beach, VA Lynn Cameron Story Seneca, SC 
MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANCY 
Russell F. Daniels ___________ Greenville, SC Cynthia Kay Crawford Shaw ________ Central, SC 
Patricia Lynn Godwin New Concord, OH Charles Brian Vaughn Simpsonville, SC 
Justin Craig Reynolds Ridgeland, SC 
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
(Master of Public Administration is jointly administered hy 
Clemson University and the University of Suuth Carolina.) 
Jennifer Irene Curtin __________ Greenville, SC Chanell Cook Moore __________ Greenville, SC 
Stephen Blake Ford Moore, SC Kelli Rebecca Williams Greer, SC 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Economics 
Ying Huang _____________ Fuzhou, China Lori Michele Milstead ________ McMinnville, TN 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Applied Psychology 
Kathy Lee Metts Broughton _____ Moncks Corner, SC Valerie Joy Taylor ___________ Oregon City, OR 
Graphic Communications 
Megan Ann Chase __________ Woodland, CA Vinod Vijayan Panang~1t ________ Chennai, India 
Carla Lynn Holzer Anderson, SC 
Industrial Management 
Jennifer Gossett Aiken _________ Greenville, SC Anushree Yashodanandan Kabra ______ Nagpur, India 
Dinesh Kumar Dhandapani Chennai, India Gorkcm Ozbilgic Antal ya, Turkey 
Michele Corrin Heyward Denmark, SC Inaki Sanso Miami, FL 
Leone Marie Hines-Smith Kingston, Jamaica Sandra Gwinn Smith Anderson, SC 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
MASTER OF ENGINEERING 
Civil Engineering 
Irvin Leroy Anderson III _______ Nichols, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Bioengineering 
Amit Aurora _____________ Bombay, India Kelly Elizabeth Jones ___________ Aiken, SC 
Andrew Chapman Clark Punta Gorda, FL Corey Andrew Kalbaugh Aiken, SC 
Roshan James Cochin, India Weishi Wang Tongliao, China 
Chemical Engineering 
Claire Allison Bracher ________ Downingtown, PA Taehyun Cho ____________ Taejon, Korea 
Chemistry 
Libin Du ______________ Erdos, China Paul Vincent Szklennik _______ Boiling Springs, SC 
Civil Engineering 
Chadwick Davis Allen _________ Lexington, SC Matthew Kirk Havice ________ West Union, SC 
Jennifer Lee Aune Houston, TX Swathi Konda Hyderabad, India 
James Edward Adam Black Union, SC Jayaram Reddy Kottapally Clemson, SC 
David Paul Carter Portsmouth, VA Li Li Hubei, China 
Elizabeth Ashley Dearhart Summerville, SC Suraj Pamulapati Vijayawada, India 
Robert Owen Gernon Taylors, SC Ryan L. Pope Summerville, SC 
Pramoda Lakshmi Gode Hyderabad, India Yixin Wang Beijing, China 
Walter Boyd Gregg III Blythewood, SC Aaron Douglas Wojcieszak Stuart, FL 
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• 
Computer Engineering 
Abdul Baseer ___________ Hyderabad, India Pradeep Kumar Nalabalapu _______ Hyderabad, India 
Trayambaka Nath Karra Visakhapatnam, India 
Computer Science 
Prachi Bagayatkar ___________ Mumbai, India Sharath Sreepathy Rao _________ Bangalore, India 
Subhash Singh Daga Sivakasi, India John Paul Sanda Greenville, SC 
Mukesh J. Dhannawat Deulgaon Raja, India Karthik Swaminathan Chennai, India 
Kranti Vijay Dugiraala Hyderabad, India Swapna Telaprolu Hyderabad, India 
Shobhana Vijay Kirtane Pune, India Raja Kalyan Vadlamudi Clemson, SC 
Navin Manohar Kolambkar Mumbai, India Zhenyu Xu Shanghai, China 
Madhan K. Lakshmanan Maduri, India 
Electrical Engineering 
Veera Raghava Reddy Adamolla ____ Hyderabad, India Vishwa Prasad Jogurupati _______ Hyderabad, India 
Aftab Alam Lucknow, India Sunil S. Murthy Bangalore, India 
Abdulrahman M. Alsobay Riyadh, Saudi Arabia Srividya Natarajan Chennai, India 
Shaheen Amanullah Trivandrum, India Mimi Dung Nguyen Greenville, SC 
Abhijit Bapurao Baviskar Pune, India Vivek Singh Chennai, India 
Ajaya Kumar Chilumula Hyderabad, India Arun Siddharth Thiagarajan Secunderabad, India 
Semmal Ganapathy Chennai, India Yinghui Yu Wuhan, China 
Benjamin Louis Heilmann Ponte Vedra Beach, FL 
Environmental Engineering and Science 
Adlar Chadwick Bird __________ Atlanta, GA Ana Cristina Marques _________ Lisbon, Portugal 
Ilke Erdogan Istanbul, Turkey Jacqueline Maria Smith Newnan, GA 
Jianyong Guan Harbin, China Christopher David Theisen Greer, SC 
Michael Evan Klapmeyer Orange Park, FL 
Hydrogeology 
Paul Larssen D'Annibale ________ Schenectady, NY Qingfeng Tan ____________ Huzhou, China 
Jaime Lea Piver LaPine, OR Beth Ann Vanden Berg . Zeeland, MI 
Anthony Soricelli New Windsor, NY Cameron Mace Warlick Charlotte, NC 
Industrial Engineering 
Renjith Chandrasekharan _______ Trivandrum, India Sirisha Saripalli _________ Visakhapatnam, India 
Situge Sri,Rahula Jayasinghe Kurunegala, Sri Lanka Nilesh Kumar Shah Secunderabad, India 
Nitin Joseph Kochi, India 
Materials Science and Engineering 
Avin Vinay Dhoble ___________ Jalgaon, India Farzad Nazir ____________ Lahore, Pakistan 
Tracey Lynn Jones Gambrills, MD Denise Lee Nelson Charleston, SC 
Mathematical Sciences 
Steven Paul Crawford ________ Philadelphia, PA Rachel Elizabeth Keller ______ New Cumberland, PA 
Elena Gavriliouk Rudky, Ukraine Snehanshu Saha Calcutta, India 
David R. Hurst Seneca, SC Phantipa Thipwiwatpotjana Lampang, Thailand 
Leann Karl Roxanna, DE 
Mechanical Engineering 
Pavani Akula __________ Secunderabad, India Christopher James Osborn _______ Sioux Falls, SD 
Vivek Adinath Chougule lchalkaranji, India Christopher David Suttles Spartanburg, SC 
Sumanth Venkata Gunturi Visakhapatnam, India 
Physics 
Nicholas Wesley Gothard _______ New Orleans, LA Kevin Joseph Lindsay ___________ Tigard, OR 
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COLLEGE OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
• 
EDUCATION SPECIALIST 
Administration and Supervision 
Alton Patrick Smith Shelby, NC 
MASTER OF HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 
Timothy Lerone Brown _______ Columbia, SC Melodie Monique Miles _________ Decatur, GA 
Christopher Matthew Carlson Burke, VA Scott Philip Nolan New Orleans, LA 
David Maurice Ellis Lamar, SC Troy Dean Nunamaker Middletown, OH 
Tia Michelle Foster Taylors, SC Jessica Leigh Partain Anderson, SC 
William Lindsey Henry Greenville, SC Jack Denver Powell, Jr. Earles Grove, SC 
Brian Thomas Karr Braselton, GA Aaron Blackwell Wood Parksville, SC 
MASTER OF PARKS, RECREATION, AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT 
Courtney Michelle Mann Melbourne Beach, FL 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
Administration and Supervision 
Lindsay Smith Burdette ________ Simpsonville, SC Jason Martin Ladd __________ Anderson, SC 
Christopher Ray Camp Newnan, GA Elliott Michael Southard Anderson, SC 
Pamela Kristen Dunlap New Paltz, NY Faith Maria Sprunger Greenville, SC 
Counselor Education 
Jeffrey Todd Boozer __________ Greenville, SC Rachael Louise Perkins _______ Williamstown, NJ 
Robert Jermile Brooks Travelers Rest, SC Heather Leigh Spivey Anderson, SC 
Anna White Chappell Taylors, SC Marlene Lida Stephens Woodruff, SC 
Regina Wortman Childers Laurens, SC Katherine Inabinet Taylor Greer, SC 
James Bertie Epting, Jr. Tigerville, SC Stacey Kramer Thompson Mt Pleasant, SC 
Andrea Renee Frierson Kershaw, SC Sallie Adair Wiggins Clinton, SC 
Meredith Marie .Garris Orangeburg, SC Veronica Vanessa Williams Anderson, SC 
Lisa Hix Maddox Jefferson, GA Steven Alexander Wilson Oak Ridge, NC 
Erin Jessica Clyburn Morgan Kansas City, MO Rebecca Peeples Young Hampton, SC 
Elementary Education 
Tujuana Earle Gordy __________ Clemson, SC Tomiko Tarnase Smalls ________ McCormick, SC 
Kristin Muriel Kisker Piedmont, SC Alison Beth Smith Walhalla, SC 
Reading 
Mary Jane Beaver _____________ Belton, SC Megan Christine Field __________ Blythewood, SC 
Penelope George Bikas Anderson, SC Charlene Cobb Helsel Myrtle Beach, SC 
Catherine Kerry Cloniger York, SC Amy Prage Hendricks Easley, SC 
Andrea Cockerill Taylors, SC Susan Elaine Orr Columbia, SC 
Tonya Renee Edwards Lithonia, GA 
Secondary Education 
Jessica Elizabeth Zaher ________ Fremont, CA 
GRADUATE SCHOOL 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
Digital Production Arts 
Uma Maheshwari Havaligi Bangalore, India 
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CANDIDATES FOR THE BACHELOR'S DEGREE 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND LIFE SCIENCES 
CAL VIN LEE SCHOUL TIES, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Biological Sciences 
Shelley Allison Dearhart _______ Summerville, SC Sarah Joy Mason ___________ Charlotte, NC 
*Michael Thomas Drake Simpsonville, SC Matthew Spalding Mills Clemson, SC 
Carolyn Ann Hendrix Greer, SC Van Junius Stitt III Rock Hill, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural and Applied Economics 
Joseph Leonard Antinori ________ Alpharetta, GA Thomas William Sturtevant ________ Raleigh, NC 
Christopher James Craven Blythewood, SC Jordon Rockford Timms Anderson, SC 
Staci Elizabeth Farmer Greenville, SC Bryan Scott Ware Campobello, SC 
Joshua Henry Johnson Aynor, SC Benjamin Wise Weeks Townville, SC 
Andrew D. Starnes Prosperity, SC 
Agricultural Education 
Annette Young Kirton _________ Greenville, SC Brandon Wells Shaw __________ Bamberg, SC 
**Ernest Schoonover, Jr. Greenville, SC 
Agricultural Mechanization and Business 
Edward Darrel Antley, Jr. _______ Blue Ridge, SC William Rhett Haynie __________ Belton, SC 
Edward Dixon Blackbum, Jr. Marion, SC David Clark Metcalfe Inverness, FL 
*Jonathan Kenneth Croft Williston, SC Alexander Zebbie Turner Blue Ridge, SC 
Matthew James Fischer Clemson, SC Wesley Franklin Woodard Darlington, SC 
Brandon Allen Garrett Laurens, SC 
Animal and Veterinary Sciences 
Sarah Jayne Appleton _________ Cincinnati, OH Leslie Marie McClain __________ Lancaster, SC 
*Jamie Elizabeth Chestek Reston, VA *Heather Erin Scott Taylors, SC 
***Sarah Ann Cooper Pickens, SC Amanda Kay Smith West Columbia, SC 
Jessica Lyn Davis Lexington, SC Leanne Marie Spivey Clemson, SC 
Claudia DiBiccari Mauldin, SC Jennifer Marie Tanner North Charleston, SC 
Megan Alyssc: Frazer Indianapolis, IN *Taylor Elizabeth Thompson Anderson, SC 
Eugene Christian Koon, Jr. Columbia, SC Kristin Michelle Walsh Clemson, SC 
*Ashley Anne McAulay Lancaster, SC 
Aquaculture, Fisheries, and Wildlife Biology 
Sharon Lynn Appell _________ Phoenixville, PA Matthew Gorman Tilley _________ Toccoa, GA 
*Michael Carlyle Borgstedt Orangeburg, SC Joshua Wade Wallace Gaffney, SC 
James 0. Edens Pennington Gap, VA Lisa Louise Wargo Philadelphia, PA 
John Benjamin Graham V Roebuck, SC Joseph William Wham, Jr. Mountville, SC 
Chris Hardeman Smith, Jr. Elgin, SC 
Biochemistry 
***Lucas Howard Davis ~------- Princeton, SC LeMont Tyrone North ________ Charleston, SC 
*John Russum Germeroth Rock Hill, SC Robert Carl Schuette Marietta, GA 
Biological Sciences 
*Nathan Arthur Blanton _______ Forest City, NC Calvin Pennamon ___________ Augusta, GA 
Willie Maefield Greggs III Conway, SC Marion Warren Shepherd, Jr. Beaufort, SC 
William Edward Hodges III Columbia, SC ***Krystal Danielle Southerlin Blue Ridge, SC 
Bryan Albion Millis Charleston, SC Peter Holland White Spartanburg, SC 
**Ernest Pence Murphy Anderson, SC **Jesse D. Woodard Central, SC 
Travis Nathan Nicolette Isle Of Palms, SC Barrett Ivory Woods Pittsburgh, PA 
Rosalyn Estelle Parson Georgetown, SC 
Crop and Soil Environmental Science 
David Cole Page ___________ Williston, SC Seth Gamer Squires ___________ Aynor, SC 
Environmental and Natural Resources 
Heather Marie Hamilton ________ Cleveland, TN Leslie Marie Yaukey ________ Chambersburg, PA 
Stephen Alfred Sefick, Jr. Clemson, SC 
Food Science 
Susan Elizabeth Collins _________ Clemson, SC **John Charles Saunders III ______ New Orleans, LA 
Jennifer Paige Hewitt Baltimore, MD *Jennifer Diane Wyatt Marion, NC 
Ashley Elizabeth Krajewski Marshfield, VT 
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Forest Resource Management 
Richard Ashley Black II __________ Loris, SC Jason Bentley Hairfield _________ Hanahan, SC 
Kyle Douglas Cannon Chapin, SC *Jason E. Jennings Woodruff, SC 
*Thomas Adam Coates Campobello, SC Jonathan Brent Livingston Greenwood, SC 
Samuel Hollis Coker Gilbert, SC James Pinkney Miller III Columbia, SC 
Woodrow Wilson Cox III Pawley's Island, SC Brian Laurence Seyller Buffalo, NY 
**Charlotte Ashley Feltman Woodruff, SC Mitchell Franklin Smith Spartanburg, SC 
Horticulture 
Brian Garvin Adams _________ Bishopville, SC Kristen Michelle Hill __________ Kingwood, TX 
*Jeremy Miles Graves Aiken, SC *Julie Nesbitt Sizemore Liberty, SC 
Robert Allen Hayes Spartanburg, SC +**Stephanie Elaine Zabel Simpsonville, SC 
Microbiology 
James E. Ahn _____________ Chicago, IL Jonathan Thompson Lipscomb _____ Spartanburg, SC 
Bryan Scott Lee Seneca, SC 
Packaging Science 
Ashley Elaine Burford ________ Summerville, SC Benjamin Sims Mizell _______ Signal Mountain, TN 
Christopher Philip Clarke Pineville, SC Jason Christopher Nasiatka Greenville, SC 
Julia Walker Crawley Seneca, SC Jason Lashard Richardson Huger, SC 
Philip McCulloch Duncan Walterboro, SC Clinton Wardwell Smith West Columbia, SC 
Kelly Jo Greenwood Walhalla, SC Joseph Henry Watson III Monetta, SC 
Derek Harvey Sulphur Springs, TX Paul Bryan Whitaker, Jr. Sumter, SC 
Sheldonia Nicole Jamison Islandton, SC David Christopher Whitt Greenwood, SC 
Maurice Antwuan Littlejohn Spartanburg, SC Keri Ann Wilson Pt Pleasant, NJ 
Christopher Demond Lyons Troy, SC Timothy Lewis Wright Florence, SC 
Pre~professional Studies 
Lauren Noelle Forrest Batesburg, SC 
Turfgrass 
Kelly Ann Stoldt __________ Alexandria, VA Thomas Gregory Willis ________ Fountain Inn, SC 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE, ARTS, AND HUMANITIES 
JANICE CERVELLI SCHACH, Dean 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
Natasha Alexandria Cox _______ Newport News, VA Leah Janelle Shelgren ________ Averill Park, NY 
Matthew James Garvin Greenville, SC Brandon Michael Vaughn Louisville, KY 
Bynum Edward Murray III Spartanburg, SC Sommer Ashley Wood Greer, SC 
BACHELOR OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
+**Valerie Maureen Forth _______ Columbia, SC *Jeremy Michael Thorne _______ Spartanburg, SC 
Tiffany DeLynn May Enoree, SC 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Architecture 
Samuel Clay Ellison _________ Fort Thomas, KY Tricia Nicole Toy ____________ Greer, SC 
Lindsey Clare Schlemm Greenville, SC 
Communication Studies 
Jack Fraser Abbott ____________ Sumter, SC Jennifer Kaye Mimms _________ Bishopville, SC 
William Claiborne Botts Clifton, VA Misty Brooke Mohr Simpsonville, SC 
*Ashlea Harbison Bowen Lawrenceville, GA Melanie Sparks Myers Westminster, SC 
William Scott Burrell Wilmington, NC Stephen Michael Reba Fort Wayne, IN 
Oliver Toure Francis Columbia, SC Erin Lee Ridgeway Greenwood, SC 
Sean Michael Hamel Rye, NY Katherine Grant Stout Little Rock, AR 
*Amber Rose Huneau Lexington, SC Lauren Katherine Tarrant Aiken, SC 
Christina Jefferson Lautares Virginia Beach, VA William Nathan Vigodsky Spartanburg, SC 
Seth Daniel Miller Lakeland, FL 
Design 
Adam Daniel Roberts _______ Greenville, SC 
English 
Ellen Constance Collis _________ Lexington, KY *Amanda Jayne McLeod __________ McBee, SC 
Liza Joanna Collis Lexington, KY Jared Daniel Reck Hanover, PA 
Elizabeth Carol Dwors Fort Lauderdale, FL *Amy Kathleen Snob le Columbus, OH 
Stanley Michael Evans Pelzer, SC Lucas G. Trudeau Marshfield, WI 
*Joshua David Mahan Rock Hill, SC Kathryn Ilene Williams Anderson, SC 
History 
Philip Jeffrey Browder _________ Columbia, SC Erik Hunter Rasmussen ________ High Point, NC 
Tiffany Ann Davis Sumter, SC James Aaron Rowland Lake Wylie, SC 
Thomas Chad Lampman Lynchburg, VA Christine Michelle Sanfilippo Greer, SC 
Melissa Elizabeth Price East Meadow, NY Chad Nelson White Powdersville, SC 
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Language and International Trade 
Jason Howard Attruia _________ Harwinton, CT Hollie Thomas Goodman IV ______ Westminster, SC 
**Kelly Marie Berberich Cincinnati, OH Mandy Lee Lehman Torrence, CA 
Jennifer Lauren Breaux Greenville, SC Robert Myers Lever Coppell, TX 
Hannah Elisabeth Buford Clemson, SC Robert Harding Manuel Flat Rock, NC 
Benjamin Hasty Compton Sumter, SC Sheena Brooke Marsh Cheraw, SC 
Bridget Renee Cook Gilbert, SC Patrick Beauregarde Tompkins Pittsboro, NC 
Kristen Ann Floyd Tam pa, FL 
Modern Languages 
**Kelly Marie Berberich ________ Cincinnati, OH Sabrina Marie Lewis _________ Spartanburg, SC 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
Communication Studies and Spanish 
Tate Chisolm Turner Clemson, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Construction Science and Management 
Jeremy Michael Bailey _______ Salt Lake City, UT Robert Linton Miller III _______ Middletown, DE 
Taylor Scott Brown Columbia, SC Charles Ashley Norris Bluffton, SC 
*Reuben Michael Cheatham Whitmire, SC *Christopher Brian Ready Aiken, SC 
William Harry Clayton Spartanburg, SC Casey Peyton Schwager Bridgeport, WV 
William Coulson Ligon Camden, SC Milam Francis Williams III Greenwood, SC 
Design 
Kasey Leigh Allen ___________ Newnan, GA *Sara Lauren McCord __________ Pinopolis, SC 
Robert Ashmore Couch Spartanburg, SC Laura Catherine Rhodes Lake Wylie, SC 
Kristan Johanna Jadwick Glenelg, MD Scott Kilmer Shaw Syracuse, NY 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 
JERRY EUGENE TRAPNELL, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Economics 
*Benjamin Joseph Alper _____ Altamonte Springs, FL ***Tyler Duff Reagan _________ Knoxville, TN 
**Seadar Rose Dodson Greensboro, NC *Jonathan Williams Lilburn, GA 
Political Science 
Christopher Thomas Allen _______ Columbia, SC Michael Anthony Marling ________ Madison, WI 
Karen Evert Blum Baltimore, MD Willie Joe Nixon Ill Mullins, SC 
Natasha Dandridge Ridgeville, SC **Erica Ann Skerl Berea, OH 
Jennifer Camille Daniel Columbia, SC Jacob Gordon Stoudenmire Columbia, SC 
Jason Harold Donnally Ladson, SC **James Larren Tucker Roebuck, SC 
Michael Thomas Drake Simpsonville, SC Mitchell Edward Tyler Union, SC 
Thomas E. DuRant Sumter, SC **Sarah Elizabeth Vass Lexington, KY 
Psychology 
**Hailey Lorene Ahlfinger _______ New Berlin, WI Brennan Vashon McDnwell _______ Charleston, SC 
*Kiwania Michelle Campbell Anderson, SC Lindsey Erin Murphy Fairport, NY 
**Lauren Elaine Cooke Mt Pleasnt, SC Joshua David Plantz Harrisburg, PA 
Anne-Ross Cornwell Clemson, SC Andrew Arthur Price Greenville, SC 
Shelley Allison Dearhart Summerville, SC ***Erin Elizabeth Pshenishny Fort Mill, SC 
Sara Ann Dereng Spartanburg, SC Christie Lynn Satterfield Clover, SC 
**Laura Elizabeth Goudelock Easley, SC ***Kate Noel Schreiter Lititz, PA 
Shana Lashay Grant Westminster, SC Raymond Joseph Skiba, Jr. Watervliet, NY 
Ester Kaarina Griffin-Devita Seneca, SC Kimberly Danielle Vassar Herndon, VA 
Margaret Elizabeth Landry Greenwood, SC Lucas Tillman Weber Florence, SC 
Sociology 
Chelsea Diehl Bazzle _________ Alexandria, VA Anne Marie Ochylski ________ Simpsonville, SC 
Michael Gregory Bryan Spartanburg, SC Joseph Rafael Parrado Clemson, SC 
Garrick Copes Alexandria, VA Kathryn Lindsay Rish Greenville, SC 
Kristy Leigh Foster Seneca, SC ***Robert Allen Teal III McBee, SC 
Emily Rebecca Hammond Camden, SC Stephanie Hope Theo Woodruff, SC 
*Amy Elizabeth Lightsey Irmo, SC Christina Lynn Williams Boiling Springs, SC 
Kyle Thomas McManamy Sumter, SC 
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DOUBLE MAJOR 
Communication Studies and Political Science 
Lauren Rae Ayers ____________ Austin, TX Craig Colin Crolley _________ Myrtle Beach, SC • 
Shaun Welborn Cranford Myrtle Beach, SC Adam Harding Heieck El Dorado Hills, CA 
Economics and English 
*Peter Mitchell Scott IV Raleigh, NC 
Economics and German 
Adam D. Bleser Bedford, MA 
Political Science and Spanish 
Marina Miranda Bronx, NY 
Sociology and Spanish 
+***Sara Elizabeth Ventura Eugene, OR 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Accounting 
Patrick David Alexander ________ Rock Hill, SC ***Heike Rosenbusch Massengale_ Bremerhaven, Germany 
Bryan Craig Armiento Acton, MA Christina Lynn Moore Anderson, SC 
Grant Tenney Clough Madbury, NH Allison Hope Phillips Greenville, SC 
***Frances Courtney Cribb Marion, SC Matthew Van Phillips Simpsonville, SC 
Sherry Wykisha Davis Taylors, SC Charles Lee Schneider Mauldin, SC 
Tracy Lynn Defontes Baltimore, MD Tina Greene Seawright Anderson, SC 
David Ryan Dukas Greenville, SC +***Paul Timothy Seufert Kingsport, TN 
Michael Carroll Edwards Greenville, SC Terrell Osceola Smith Manning, SC 
**Joshua Martin Ellis Swansea, IL Richard David Stevenson Greenville, SC 
Michael Nelson LoPresti Fountain Inn, SC Richard Craig Wooten Anderson, SC 
Economics 
Marcus Dean Aquino __________ Snellville, GA Bryan Abbott Hoyt _________ Orchard Park, NY 
**Erin Leigh Beach Dayton, OH Mark David Mead Brockport, NY 
Gabrielle Braddock Hartsville, SC Marc Evans Merritt Greer, SC 
Matthew Franklin Brown Buford, GA Christopher Marvin Absher Oursler Dunkirk, MD 
Amanda Leigh Commons Cincinnati, OH *Robert Kuang,Lin Pan Minnetonka, MN 
*Anna Marie Fleming Abbeville, SC Richard Rudolph Pizio Havertown, PA 
Aubrey Jay Gore III Murrell's Inlet, SC Jamin Alfonzo Thompson Austin, TX 
Austin I. Grantham Florence, SC *Kenyatta Camille Tucker Union, SC 
Matthew John Herleman Allentown, PA Heather Michelle Wilson Central, SC 
Financial Management 
Joseph Vincent Ader, Jr. _______ Satellite Beach, FL George Jackson Hughes III _______ Greenville, SC 
Miranda Latrese Brooks Ridge Spring, SC Adam Lucas Hunter Williamston, SC 
Eric Stewart Brown Richmond, VA Kevin Ray Johnson Cheney, KS 
Steven Louis Cancelliere Pittsburgh, PA Regan Katherine Kelaher Sacramento, CA 
David Andrew Chambers Washington, PA Shawn Clinton Kicklighter North Charleston, SC 
Matthew Scott Coakley Summerville, SC Brian Jeffrey LaBarr Adrian, Ml 
McKenzie Hartwill Duke Sumter, SC *Adam Glenn Lee Lexington, SC 
Russell Matthew Ellenburg Easley, SC Joseph D. Lo Vallo Buffalo, NY 
April Denise Green Darlington, SC Lindsey Ann Miller Walpole, MA 
Jeff Alan Gully Greer, SC Justin David Patrick Barrington, RI 
Tasha Danielle Haynes Williamston, SC Corey Alexander Schlise Rock Hill, SC 
Curtis William Henderson Simpsonville, SC Robert Bradley Sine St Louis, MO 
Grant C. Herring Greenville, SC *Kevin Russell Thalinger Charlotte, NC 
Julia Rosetta Hill,Montgomery Sumter, SC Mark Daniel Thompson Springboro, OH 
Matthew Earle Hooper Lexington, SC Brent Hamilton Whitlock Greenville, SC 
Graphic Communications 
James Michael Berry, Jr. ________ Greenville, SC Laurie A. Green ___________ Turbeville, SC 
Kevin Christopher Bourquin Lutherville, MD John Harrison Gregory Greenville, SC 
Kristofer John Breedlove Six Mile, SC **Lindsay Elizabeth Hawk,ins Greenville, SC 
Emory Travis Bridges North Augusta, SC Whitney Pendleton Hennessey Centreville, MD 
***Amanda Leigh Caldwell Greenville, SC *Garrett Clark Holt York, SC 
Wendy Tsz Wing Chan Greenville, SC Carol Elizabeth Hudson Greenville, SC 
Theresa Blair Childs Peachtree City, GA Trevor Lee Hunt Greenville, SC 
Catherine Harriet Beaty Coker Manning, SC Matthew Isaiah Jay Camden, SC 
Sylvia Nicole Collins Greer, SC Brandon Tam Le Spartanburg, SC 
Jennifer Jo Crummett Blue Grass, VA Katie Marie Leppert Cincinnati, OH 
Kimberly Lynn Delaney Dalzell, SC *Kathryn Anne Liechty Cedarburg, WI 
Ryan Carl Denman Orangeburg, SC Leiah Elizabeth Lincon Westport, CT 
Jennifer Anne Dillinger Virginia Beach, VA Kendall Lacey Martin Sumter, SC 
Stacey Leigh Dilworth Chapin, SC Gwynn Marie McKeown Rock Hill, SC 
* Ahren VanOss Elstun Dublin, OH Lisa Michelle Mikeal Clover, SC 
Joy Gante Galvez Goose Creek, SC James Allan Moryan Ill Doylestown, PA 
Patricia Leigh Gates Murrell's Inlet, SC Cindy Lee Mullinix Greensboro, NC 
Seth William Gee Easley, SC *Stephen Paul O'Kelley Walhalla, SC 
Allison Rae Goebel Easley, SC Dallas Lindsey Joncharles Pace Boiling Springs, SC 
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Graphic Communications (continued) 
Matthew Riley Padgett _________ Clemson, SC *Jennifer Allen Sherrod _________ Chapin, SC 
Merinda Milre Pattullo Andover, MA Elizabeth Ellen Shields Myrtle Beach, SC 
Christopher Shane Roach Seneca, SC Margaret Ann Smoak Myrtle Beach, SC 
Ron Juanterrie Rogers Lake City, SC Kimberly Leigh Southerland Columbia, SC 
Michael Robert Romer Barrington, IL Grace Lee Stewart Timmonsville, SC 
Michael Joseph Rush Fort Lauderdale, FL Eric Clifton Stone Powdersville, SC 
Bryan Leon Saffer Marietta, GA Lee Robert Von Hofe Taylors, SC 
Jamie Leigh Scott Snellville, GA Kristi Chantel Wright Charleston, SC 
Elizabeth Deschamps Senter Sumter, SC Ashley Tillman Yoder Van Wyck, SC 
Industrial Management 
Michael Allen Brust __________ Atlanta, GA Brian Richard Olsaver __________ Adrian, MI 
Marvis L. Jenkins Decatur, GA 
Management 
Jonathan Paul Adams __________ Chapin, SC Kai Martel Maull _____________ Lewes, DE 
Alvin Montgomery Alexander, Jr. Columbia, SC Zachary Stephen McJunkin Six Mile, SC 
Robert Andrew Aughtry Simpsonville, SC Robert Bradley McKenzie Florence, SC 
Hudson Gregory Belk Charleston, SC Jeffrey Eugene McTeer Lyman, SC 
Matthew Allen Boyce Clinton, SC Andrew Gordon Merritt Lexington Park, MD 
Tonya Michele Chenault Surfside Beach, SC Julius Andrew Mood II Columbia, SC 
John Robert Clawson McConnells, SC Patrick John Mullaney, Jr. Lebanon, NJ 
David Cordell Cook Columbia, SC *George Bryan Nicholson III Myrtle Beach, SC 
**Andrew DuPree Davis Simpsonville, SC John Ervin Pack II Landrum, SC 
Travis William Dunn Winston~Salem, NC Ryan Ridge Pizagno Margate, NJ 
Shaun Robert Eipper Medford Lakes, NJ *Fairey Lee Prickett III St Matthews, SC 
Archie Alex Felder Bowman, SC Christopher Mark Putman Syracuse, NY 
Baron Benjamin Fowler Anderson, SC Charles Brett Putnam Six Mile, SC 
Thomas Kyle Fowler Landrum, SC Jennifer Renee Rhoden Bamberg, SC 
Gregor Govse Ljubljana, Slovenia Sunshine Rae Sansbury Kingsport, TN 
Erin McCauley Grogan Greenville, SC Ryan Marcus Scarborough Anderson, SC 
Austin Lee Guest Anderson, SC Mark Benjamin Schmidt Greenville, SC 
Parke Haskell Harris Mt Pleasant, SC Jeremy Philip Sears Starr, SC 
Bradley Ashton Hendricks Charleston, SC Raymond Seward II Camden, SC 
Matthew John Herleman Allentown, PA *Jason Derek Sipler Greer, SC 
Brett Joseph Hungerford Duxbury, MA Elton Otto Spain, Jr. Columbia, SC 
Rakesh Dinesh Jasani Aiken, SC Alexander Donothan Stone IV Charleston, SC 
Adam Frederick Jones Clemson, SC Cooper Theodore Strong Charleston, SC 
Kenan Lester Jones Greenville, SC Elise G. Thieler Egg Harbor Township, NJ 
Katie Jean Knodt Waconia, MN *Kyle Gamewell Watson North Augusta, SC 
Kristopher Duane Lewis Florence, SC Clarence Robert Webb III Elkton, MD 
William Steven Love Rock Hill, SC Taylor Hawkins White Charlotte, NC 
Michael Anton MacConnell Cincinnati, OH Jacqueline Revelle Whitehead Charleston, MO 
David Gregory Martin Sumter, SC Kevin Earl Williams Greenville, SC 
Michael James Masiello West Palm Beach, FL Jarel W. Wisinski Venetia, PA 
Marketing 
Ashley Nicole Abraham ________ Hartsville, SC Nicholas Brandon Harvey __________ Greer, SC 
Robert Clark Anderson Charlotte, NC Ryan Vincent Hemby Orangeburg, SC 
Daniel Jenkins Andrews Sumter, SC Brian Patrick Henson Greenville, SC 
Andrew Myles Architect Fairfax, VA Matthew Thomas Hitt Lexington, SC 
Jonte Jamal Banks Irmo, SC Amber Faith Holbrooks Clemson, SC 
Brian Walker Barber Darlington, SC Amanda Leigh Hollifield Greenville, SC 
Emily Kathryn Baumgardner Charlotte, NC Guy Luke Hurst Hilton Head Island, SC 
Sandiford Stiles Bee IV Charleston, SC +**Lindsay Brooke Hyma Ooltewah, TN 
Bryan Stephen Bellamy Aiken, SC Shannon Leigh Joyner Patrick, SC 
Amy Elizabeth Bobilin Alpharetta, GA Ryan Edward Keitzer Tega Cay, SC 
Laura Arlene Booth Charlotte, NC Yusef La'Keith Kelly Walterboro, SC 
Evan Keith Bromley Aiken, SC **William Joseph LaMura Ronkonkoma, NY 
Brian Christopher Carr Conyers, GA Douglas Monroe Lewis Springfield, VA 
Jonathan Robert Casella Pittsburgh, PA Amanda Ahrens Limbaugh Easley, SC 
Drew Wallace Cleveland Marietta, GA Robin Allison Mahony Clemson, SC 
William Lawrence Cobb, Jr. Hanahan, SC Peter M. Massey Stratford, CT 
Meredith Lindsey Dance Columbia, SC Andrew Earl McElveen Florence, SC 
Helen Elizabeth Daniels Fort Mill, SC James Taylor McNees Johnson City, TN 
Adam Charles Nicholas Dickey Hampton, NJ Ashley Anne Miller North Augusta, SC 
Mark Rutledge Dooley Clemson, SC Ellen Marie Moore Florence, SC 
Steven Phillip Eason, Jr. Mt Pleasant, SC ***Jennifer Perry Morgan Greenville, SC 
Joseph Patrick Forbush Manchester, NH William Bruce Morrison Broken Bow, NE 
Nicholas Charles Fuller Pelzer, SC *Scott Hamilton Myers Bowman, SC 
William Snowden Gaillard III Holly Hill, SC Rebecca McMillan Myrick Ulmer, SC 
Barr Harris Gardner IV Chapin, SC Stacy Janelle Nelson Chapin, SC 
+**Berret Aleene Gardner Shreveport, LA Kelly Rebecca Odom Charleston, SC 
Heather Marie Hamilton Cleveland, TN David Michael Padgett Walterboro, SC 
Manning James Hanser Fort Mitchell, KY . Ciro Knight Piccirillo Flagler Beach, FL 
Erin Jill Hartsell Gaffney, SC **Peter Michael Ralston Aiken, SC 
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Marketing (continued) • 
Leslee A. Razgaitis __________ Bloomsbury, NJ Kimberly Danielle Vassar ________ Herndon, VA 
Anthony Daniel Rea Wilmington, DE Bradley James Vyskocil Danville, CA 
Ryan Geoffrey Rife Doylestown, PA Kentaro Watanabe Greenwood, SC 
Alaina Ann Sacramo Poolesville, MD Kelli Nicole Weed Columbia, SC 
Autumn Christina Sorrow Rock Hill, SC Christopher Gettys White Greensboro, NC 
Travis Richard Spain Fountain Inn, SC Sarah Anne Wieters Chapin, SC 
Adam Patrick Tepe Cincinnati, OH Jill Ann Wilken Greenville, SC 
Cody Erin Thompson Fountain Inn, SC Michael Paul Wise Rock Hill, SC 
*Kelly Jean Thornton Granby, CT Crystal Faye Woodward Chester, SC 
Shelby Dianne Trimnal Pickens, SC Jarrett Elizabeth Ziegler Greenville, SC 
Political Science 
Elizabeth Anne Burden ________ Orlando, FL 
Psychology 
*Meghan Leslie Arnold _______ Travelers Rest, SC *Andrew Bird Kindel ________ Winter Haven, FL 
Tysheree Adore Beaty Woodruff, SC *Dabny Lynn Easley, SC 
William Alfred Bull Piedmont, SC Joseph Peter McGuinness Charleston, SC 
Anne Christine Civiletto Greenville, SC +**Joseph Vincent Noto Clarks Summit, PA 
Nicole Renee Copeland Aiken, SC Christopher Endel Paddrik Marietta, GA 
+***Margaret Elaine Dorlon Spartanburg, SC Robert Carl Riede, Jr. Clemson, SC 
John, Paul Geiman Walhalla, SC Sean Allen Summey Inman, SC 
Sociology 
Sidney Graham Collins, Jr.--------- Easley, SC Rosa Lee Looney ____________ Seneca, SC 
Stephanie Ann Gentry Seneca, SC 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
THOMAS MICHAEL KEINATH, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Computer Science 
Nicholas Shomari McElveen ______ Florence, SC 
Geology 
Ivan Neal Dunlap ________ Travelers Rest, SC 
Mathematical Sciences 
Cynthia Ann Bushar __________ Rockville, MD Adam Franklin Harbin _________ Anderson, SC 
William Curtis Cross Spartanburg, SC William Earl Ladson, Jr. Choppee, SC 
Physics 
Jason Al Carnes _________ Williamston, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Biosystems Engineering 
Elizabeth Marshall Arnold _______ Blythewood, SC Jonathan Curtis Hoppel _________ Florence, SC 
Lindsey Mason Bounds Baton Rouge, LA William Thomas Jones Pickens, SC 
Luke Jacob Bugenske Chapin, SC Justin Thomas Koon Prosperity, SC 
Jesse Witt Cannon Ninety Six, SC Amber Michele Landrum Conway, SC 
*Jacob Lee Cartner Charlotte, NC Robert Paul Large Lancaster, PA 
Jennifer Marie Gordon Lexington, SC Samuel Douglas Moore, Jr. Chattanooga, TN 
William Gregory Henderson, Jr. Ninety Six, SC Damien Jason Stafford Georgetown, SC 
. Ceramic and Materials Engineering 
Joseph Edmund Butler _________ Columbia, SC Jessica Nicole Hayden _______ WestColumbia, SC 
*Andrew Jay Duncan Greenville, SC Benjamin Lee Osterhout Florence, SC 
Chemical Engineering 
Justin Travis Butler ___________ Joanna, SC James Hodges McAliley _________ Rock Hill, SC 
John Paul Clements Florence, SC Amanda Milam Padgett Anderson, SC 
Roselind Louise Hughes Lake City, SC 
Chemistry 
***Margaret Elizabeth Alderman ____ Fountain Inn, SC Jennifer Susan Kauffman ________ Farmington, CT 
*Benjamin Joseph Alper Altamonte Springs, FL Kimberly Anne Knight Hanahan, SC 
*Joseph Randall Esterley Sumter, SC Lonniesha Rena Nelson Columbia, SC 
Jameek Jarrod Fryson Mullins, SC Erik Emanuel Smith Lexington, KY 
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Civil Engineering 
Darius Vashon Bellinger _________ Columbia, SC Steven Kyle Hardee _______ North Myrtle Beach, SC 
Heather Elizabeth Benson Florence, SC Jackson Irvin Hatton, Jr. Chapin, SC 
Martin Dewey Bowen Walhalla, SC P~on David Long Scotia, NY 
William Scott Breitkreutz Goose Creek, SC Garrett O'Malley Louthan Richmond, VA 
Matthew David Cline Aiken, SC Ryan Collins Lyle Walterboro, SC 
Lyle Whitfield Davis !)nderson, SC Michael J. Markvan Economy, PA 
John White Deierlein Blythewood, SC Nathan Wayne Mitchell Edgemoor, SC 
Stephen Zachary Dennis Taylors, SC Pamela Oree Adams Run, SC 
Bryan Milton 'Dick Sumter, SC Cynthia Anne Richardson Chapin, SC 
Brandon Kendall Elvis Conway, SC Shawn Everette Salley Swansea, SC 
Stuart Spencer Farmer Aiken, SC Bradley Lynn Smith Walhalla, SC 
Anthony Peter Frontiero, Jr. Virginia Beach, VA *Jason Lee Vaughn Lancaster, SC 
Cos Gardner Washington, VT Matthew John Ventura Jamestown, NY 
Jason Alexis Getz Mt Pleasant, SC Ashley Richard Whitlock Manassas, VA 
*Jeffery Allen Hall McBee, SC 
Computer Engineering 
+**Michael James Bowen _________ Aiken, SC **Justin Thomas Ledbetter ________ Lexington, SC 
+***Matthew Cornell Brunson Lancaster, SC **Charles Andrew Leyes Prosperity, SC 
Jared William Bunting Columbia, SC Christopher J. Locotosh Spartanburg, SC 
Philip Joseph Butler Blythewood, SC Richard Clay Luton Aiken, SC 
Wilson Leslie Carey Cincinnati, OH ***Jared Garth Meadows Ballengee, WV 
Mei Ching Cheung North Charleston, SC *Andre Jacobus Muis Greenville, SC 
*Cavan Michael Cuddy Knoxville, TN **Benjamin John Muzal Seneca, SC 
L. Shane Eckley Charlotte, NC Shashin Prakash Patel Anderson, SC 
Sebastian Gerau Dresden, Germany *James Walter Sanders, Jr. Clear Spring, MD 
Brandon Michael Jordan Lexington, SC **Rhett Cromer Shealy Gilbert, SC 
Benjamin Alan Konen Fountain Inn, SC 
Computer Information Systems 
Jomori Alvonte Karim Campbell _____ Lynchburg, SC John McCord Lindsey __________ Conway, SC 
Devin Michael Cassidy Charlotte, NC Benjamin Thomas Mcjunkin Timmonsville, SC 
Joseph Michael Clarke Simpsonville, SC James William Norman Spartanburg, SC 
Freddie Lee David II Bennettsville, SC William Alan Parks, Jr. Myrtle Beach, SC 
William Austin Ducworth Anderson, SC Keith Heyward Pauls Greenville, SC 
*John Mitchell Herbert, Jr. Spartanburg, SC Jimi Rebeccah Scott Greenville, SC 
Jason Philip Hewitt Baltimore, MD Warren Te-An Wang Columbia, SC 
Daniel Joseph Klausman Columbia, SC Jametha Toccara Washington Ridgeville, SC 
*Richard Lee Knox IV Myrtle Beach, SC 
Computer Science 
Neil Jarnes Adcox ___________ Williston, SC *Thomas Paul McAfee, Jr. _______ Virginia Beach, VA 
Corey Benjamin Ames Moncks Comer, SC Daniel Eduardo McCormack Guaynabo, Puerto Rico 
Ronald Evans Brock, Jr. Westminster, SC *Alan Wilson Newton Clemson, SC 
***Courtney Lauren Brown Anderson, SC Marion Mc Cravy Nichols Greenwood, SC 
Yun-Sik Choi Columbia, SC David Charles Orr Norcross, GA 
Derek Michael Cook Greenwood, SC +**Jennifer Marie Pappas Chester, NY 
Thomas Jeffrey French, Jr. Aiken, SC *Steven Lee Pautz Greenville, SC 
Peter Frischknecht Rio de Janeiro, Brazil David Alexander Redick Aiken, SC 
Michael Bryan Gaskins Huger, SC Bryan Scott Rhodes Newberry, SC 
Ro.dney Dewayne Gibson Hopkins, SC **Courtney Paige Salisbury Moncks Comer, SC 
Shikia Shantay Gilliam Beaufort, SC Christopher Paul Taylor Lawton, OK 
+***Casey Brett Goodlett Greer, SC William Scott Thompson Taylors, SC 
Michael Dennis Hawkins, Jr. Macedonia, SC Zachary James Trabookis Greenville, SC 
*John Mitchell Herbert, Jr. Spartanburg, SC Paul Adam Way Greer, SC 
Patrick Curtis Hoffman Phoenixville, PA Wely Wong akarta, Jakarta 
Konstantine A. Kozeev Spartanburg, SC +***Nathan Walter Wulf Hilton Head Island, SC 
+*Michael James Lowe Greer, SC 
Electrical Engineering 
Karessa Ujuana Blackmon _________ Lancaster, SC Cassandra Alfreda Johnson ________ Columbia, SC 
*William Nash Broyles Anderson, SC Misty Monique Maddox Oxford, GA 
Christopher Blair Casto Bishop, CA Shunte Tanzania McClellan Walterboro, SC 
Thomas Edward Chapman Belton, SC Ponthetta Octavia Mitchell Salters, SC 
Douglas W. Chivers Bennettsville, SC Amber Chante Nix Myrtle Beach, SC 
John Luzem Coville, Jr. Charleston, SC Shawn Frank Peterkin Brooklyn, NY 
**Jacob Hascal Cox, Jr. Milton, FL David Bradford Peterson, Jr. North Charleston, SC 
Andrew Mark French Ellicott City, MD Stephen Paul Sandefer Orange Park, FL 
**Mark Niels Goettsch Huntersville, NC Ryan Lee Smith Anderson, SC 
Robert Zachary Gonick Greenville, SC *Kara Bethany Staub St Charles, IL 
Natalie Michelle Greene Seneca, SC *Anthony Bernard Taylor Greenwood, SC 
Russell Haines Guerry Newberry, SC Tyler Alton Tucker Columbia, SC 
Jonathan Franklin Hastings Columbia, SC Jason Shane Varner Spartanburg, SC 
Jerry Boyce Howle, Jr. Hartsville, SC Lori Beth Waldrop Easley, SC 
Adil Kafait Hussain Riyadh, Saudi Arabia 
Geology 
Steven Andrew Epton ___________ Seneca, SC Robert Stephen Gardner, Jr. _______ Lexington, SC 
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Industrial Engineering 
*Constance Marie Blackwell _______ Lexington, SC **Lisa Marie Light Washington, lL 
Heather Elena Bowen Tampa, FL *Nichole Suzanne Oberholtzer Ashland, OH 
*Bayne Charlotte Brasel Aiken, SC Kristen Len'iet Porchea Hemingway, SC 
Kelly N. Bryant Columbia, SC 
Zachary Logan Campeau Summerville, SC 
Eric Ryan Riddleberger Endicott, NY 
***Luis Carlos Sarmiento Breton __ Bucaramanga, Coldmbia 
Charlie Wintfred Dobbins II Lyman, SC *Michael Eugene Sims Campobello, SC 
Robert Ingram Dotson Greer, SC Charles E. Strickland III Lexington, SC 
Kirsten Downing Fort Wayne, IN Paris Farquhar Stringfellow Tega Cay, SC 
*Christie Nagina Dyson Manning, SC *Nicholas John Toepfer Cincinnati, OH 
Jacqueline Paige Fowler Bethune, SC Michael Dean Vinson Spartanburg, SC 
Lamar Sanchez Gambrell Anderson, SC *Mary Patricia Williams Bay Saint Louis, MS 
***James Robert Glenn, Jr. Spartanburg, SC Jason Kenneth Winburn Conway, SC 
Carrie Lirae Lampson Knoxville, MD **Bradford Alan Woollacott East Amherst, NY 
Mechanical Engineering 
+*Scott Ryan Baumgartner ________ Clemson, SC Christen Jordan Hill __________ Rochester, MI 
Marion Brent Beason Lake Lure, NC **Craig Steven Humanchuk Haslett, MI 
Jason Daniel Blondin Brandon, VT *James Francis Hume Pendleton, SC 
*Amy Elizabeth Bolton Clemson, SC *Tommy Joseph Chicago, IL 
Sheena Ann Bradshaw Williamston, SC *Donald Joseph Kennedy Lewisville, NC 
Amanda Leslie Branham St Matthews, SC ***Abigail Leah Kinard Charleston, SC 
+*Matthew Nigel Brooks Simpsonville, SC Christopher David Lewis Spartanburg, SC 
Albert Taylor Brown, Jr. Marion, SC +***Derek Arthur Mangun Staunton, VA 
James Harold Campbell II Abbeville, SC Nathan Christian Martin Anderson, SC 
Jonathan Michael Clayton Greenville, SC John Douglas McDonald Columbia, SC 
*John Alan Crispin Balfour, Canada *William Lee Moody Edgefield, SC 
James Patrick Dean Warrenville, SC Robert Paul Morrison Sumter, SC 
*Christopher Frank DiNero Elberon, NJ *Kerry Christopher Neubrander Hamilton, OH 
Clinton Howard Dover York, SC Daniel Hinson Perry Pamplico, SC 
James Keith Edwards Walterboro, SC Anthony Luke Pesce Columbia, MD 
*Daniel Glenn Ehlert Anderson, SC Nicole Marie Piponidis East Longmeadow, MA 
Joshua Kane Ellenburg Liberty, SC Justin Stewart Reeder Charleston, SC 
Alexandra Renee Engle Jacksonville, FL *John David Reiter Summerville, SC 
+*Brian Patrick Fellers Chapin, SC Jerry Leevetus Rivers II Dillon, SC 
Kevin Joseph Finlay Roswell, GA Aaron Michael Smith Lexington, SC 
Nilson Gabela Greenville, SC **Justin Clark Smith Chesnee, SC 
Jeremy Dale Galloway Brevard, NC Stephen Douglas Swanson Lexington, SC 
John Derrick George Mauldin, SC +***Megan Elizabeth Thompson Rock Hill, SC 
Polymer and Textile Chemistry 
*Sarah Ann Barcia ________ Winston,Salem, NC *Paul Martin Echeverria __________ Greer, SC 
Textile Management 
***Sara Jean Childs ____________ Rome, GA ***Kimberly La Tisha Mott ______ Myrtle Beach, SC 
*Lisa H. Harrison Clemson, SC Travis Cantrell Waymer Holly Hill, SC 
*John Michael Hine Sumter, SC Paul Russell Winslow Moncks Corner, SC 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
LAWRENCE ROBERT ALLEN, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Early Childhood Education 
*Alison Marie Alewine ___ ~----- Prosperity, SC Laura Kimberly McCall _________ Clemson, SC 
Lauren Paige Dukes Reevesville, SC Kathryn Lou Morgan Hilton Head Island, SC 
***Karen Elizabeth Ellington Coppell, TX *Whitney Ellen Ray Cornelia, GA 
Kelly Ann Garrison Central, SC Stephanie Ann Rice North Augusta, SC 
*Alexandra Bloom Graves Greenville, SC *Ashley Elizabeth Rosenbaum Abingdon, VA 
+*Lisa Dawn Mann Greenville, SC Leah Scott Smith East Liverpool, OH 
Elementary Education 
Anna Marie Adair ____________ Laurens, SC Tish Marguerite Lindsay _________ Six Mile, SC 
Jill Suzanne Bonner Greenville, SC Claire Schaefer Murray Toccoa, GA 
Courtney Lynn Brunetti Johnson City, NY *Lindsy Elise Neverla Columbia, SC 
**Meredith Leigh Bullington Spartanburg, SC Jessie Dale Parker Greenville, SC 
**Jamie Leigh Crews Powdersville, SC **Christie Marie Reynolds Greenville, SC 
*Bylan Nicole Dillard Columbia, SC Anthrown Octaveous Roberts Fairfax, SC 
*Katherine Frances Hensley Greenville, SC *Christin Denise Shealy Inman, SC 
Alice Ashley Hewitt Charleston, SC *Ruth Nicole Sheehan Warrenville, SC 
*Emily Michelle Holliday Greenville, SC ***Angela Renee Stone Six Mile, SC 
Jason Isaiah Hudak Clemson, SC Lana Dee Tompkins Dillon, SC 
Lorrie Allison Hughes Seneca, SC +***Tiffany Erin Webb Pendleton, SC 
Melinda Ann Leonard Piedmont, SC Carrie Ann Yates Berea, SC 
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• 
Secondary Education 
Michael Curtis Allen __________ Barnwell, SC Charles Alexander Martin, Jr. _______ Greenville, SC 
Laura Marie Cambre Columbia, SC ***Ashley Reynolds Merck Walhalla, SC 
**Kellie Michelle Caple Easley, SC Carole Frederico Moitra Pyrenees, France 
**Diana Marie Davis Summerville, SC Jeffrey James Prater Pelzer, SC 
Sean Edward Gilley Columbia, SC Joshua Lee Roberts Walhalla, SC 
Paul Harper Harrelson Spartanburg, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Health Science 
Nancy Jean Augustyniak _______ Peachtree City, GA Terri Diane Hopkins ____________ Estill, SC 
Kerri Elizabeth Ballew Piedmont, SC Kristen Marie Howell Kershaw, SC 
Lindsay Allison Baumann Sound Beach, NY Devin Monique Hunte Brooklyn, NY 
Brady Elizabeth Boozer Columbia, SC Stephanie Tashina Lykes Columbia, SC 
Sarah Paige Boulay Arnold, MD Oyeronke Idowu Oyedeji Stone Mountain, GA 
Sarah Elizabeth Dunmyer Lexington, SC **Anna Maria Pennas Union, SC 
*Shaunda Leigh Gossett Easley, SC *Ashley Gayle Phillips Clemmons, NC 
Ashley Joy Gust Pittsburgh, PA Melissa Anne Smith Taylorsville, GA 
Jean Marie Haggenmaker Gaithersburg, MD 
Mathematics Teaching 
Rachel Ann Buesing _________ Charleston, SC *Jason Benjamin Rogers---------- Easley, SC 
Nursing 
***Susan Veerman Buteau ________ Greenville, SC *Megan Marie MacDonald _______ Travelers Rest, SC 
Virginia Elizabeth Callaway Lexington, SC *Heather Marlow Snow Greenville, SC 
***Caroline Wilson Cullinan Greenville, SC ***Elizabeth Lovvorn Spears Greenville, SC 
***Sara Marie Napierala Flax Simpsonville, SC **Xinyuan Sun Greer, SC 
Tomi Elaine Garrison Seneca, SC Cheryl Tawana Williams Anderson, SC 
***Jennifer C. Hoffman Timmonsville, SC ***Ana Beatriz Yanes Simpsonville, SC 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 
Christy O'Kelley Addis ________ Walhalla, SC John Harold Lawrence, Jr. ________ Newnan, GA 
Charles Ronald Allen, Jr. Folsom, LA William Joseph Lloyd, Jr. Greenwood, SC 
Ronna Edwena Bell Rock Hill, SC Emily Marie Lytle Columbia, SC 
Veronica Freddia Bishop Florence, SC *Kimberly F. McDermott Lexington, SC 
Benjamin Heath Blankenship Salisbury, NC Adam Richard Mcfarlane Greenville, SC 
Amanda Leigh Brown Greenville, SC Christopher James Owen Florence, SC 
Laurence Aloysius Clair IV Summerville, SC Nicholas James Post Reston, VA 
Russell Palmer Clarke Mt Pleasant, SC William James Rishovd Laurens, SC 
LaToya Chandreka Cromedy Huger, SC Howard Guilford Royal III Aiken, SC 
Tanisha Marlene Dumas North Port, FL William Nicholas Skinner Early Branch, SC 
Kimberly D. Dunham Summerville, SC Joshua Loy Smith Easley, SC 
Lonnie Adam Farmer Greer, SC Richard Allen Walker II Summerville, SC 
Jason Daniel Freeze Florence, SC Dimelon Jeff Westfield Morvant, Trinidad 
John Matthew Gibbons Aiken, SC Liston Iler White IV Weaverville, NC 
Elizabeth Leigh King Anderson, SC Jonathan Merritt Woodsby Modoc, SC 
Candice Juliette Kyzer Gilbert, SC 
Science Teaching 
*Kacie Anne Kingsmore __________ Union, SC Matthew Marc Lombardi _________ Seekonk, MA 
Technology and Human Resource Development 
*Andrew Glenn Frady ___________ Seneca, SC Alanda Mary Grace Rash ________ Anderson, SC 
David Matthew Kalk Simpsonville, SC *Brandon William Roberts Lancaster, SC 
Gerri Nichole Peace Woodruff, SC Corey Latrell Short Dorchester, SC 
*Cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.40 to 3.69 
**Magna cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.70 to 3.89 
***Summa cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.90 to 4.00 
+Departmental Honors: The graduates so designated have completed an enriched program of study designed by their departments with the approval of the Calhoun 
College Honors Program. To earn Departmental Honors students must complete an honors thesis and/or other upper division honors courses, while maintaining an 
overall grade-point ratio of 3.40 or higher. Departmental Honors graduates appear in the line of march wearing the Calhoun College Honors Medallion on an orange 
and purple ribbon. This medallion is made possible by an endowment established by Mrs. Katherine Inabinet Vickery of Columbia, South Carolina, to honor the 
memory of her husband and Clemson graduate, the late B. C. Inabinet. 
Students wearing the white stoles over their gowns are graduating with a 3.0 or better grade point average. Those who are members of University recognized 
honorary societies may have the names of those societies embroidered on one side of the stole with the University seal embroidered on the other side. 
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Awards 
THE CLASS OF '39 AW ARD FOR EXCELLENCE 
In 1989 on the occasion of the sorh Anniversary of its graduation from Clemson University (then the 
Clemson Agricultural College of South Carolina), the Class of 1939 established the Award for Excellence. 
It is presented annually to a faculty member whose contributions over the immediately preceding five,year 
period are judged by the faculty member's peers to represent the highest achievement of service to the 
University and the Student Body. 
RECIPIENT OF THE CLASS OF '39 AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE FOR 2003 
DOUGLAS KINL Y STURKIE III 
Professor and Chair of Sociology 
FACULTY SCHOLARSHIP AWARD 
Established at Clemson University in 1959, this award is made annually by the faculty of Clemson 
University to the member of the graduating class who has the highest scholastic achievement. All 
graduates who have completed the requirements for the bachelor's degree since the last commencement 
exercise and who have completed at Clemson at least 7 5 percent of the work required for graduation shall 
be eligible for consideration. 
RECIPIENTS OF THE FACULTY SCHOLARSHIP AWARD FOR 2003 
MARGARET ELIZABETH ALDERMAN 
Fountain Inn, SC 
SARA JEAN CHILDS 
Rome, GA 
SARAH ANN COOPER 
Pickens, SC 
JENNIFER PERRY MORGAN 
Greenville, SC 
TYLER DUFF REAGAN 
Knoxville, TN 
PAUL TIMOTHY SEUFERT 
Kingsport, TN 
MEGAN ELIZABETH THOMPSON 
Rock Hill, SC 
NA THAN WALTER WULF 
Hilton Head Island, SC 
• 
Historical Statement 
Clemson University is named for Thomas Green Clemson ( 1807-1888), who 
left the bulk of his estate to the State of South Carolina for the founding of the 
ins ti tu tion. 
Thomas Clemson was born in Philadelphia in 1807 and educated at the 
Royal School of Mines in Paris (1828-1832). His early profession was that of a 
mining engineer; however, circumstances diverted his interests into politics 
and the life of a southern planter, and he soon became an enthusiastic advocate 
of scientific agriculture. He had a career as a diplomat (charge d'affaires to 
Belgium, 1844-1852) and served as the first Superintendent of Agricultural 
Affairs in Washington ( 1860). As a scientist he published numerous articles in 
the fields of mining, chemistry and agriculture. His varied activities included 
his assistance in the founding of the Maryland Agricultural College, his support 
of the Morrill Act, his leadership in South Carolina after the Civil War, and 
his part in founding Clemson University. 
Thomas Clemson was the son.-in.-law of South Carolina's John C. Calhoun, a 
political figure of national importance during the first half of the nineteenth 
century. Mr. Calhoun's home, Fort Hill, is preserved on the Clemson Campus as 
a national shrine. 
The academic program at Clemson College began in 1893 with an 
enrollment of 446. The first "college prospectus" announced only two four.-year 
curricula, supplemented by two two.-year preparatory courses. Today the 
University has six major academic units. These are the College of Agriculture, 
Forestry, and Life Sciences, the College of Architecture, Arts, and Humanities, 
the College of Business and Behavioral Science, the College of Engineering 
and Science, the College of Health, Education, and Human Development, and 
the Graduate School. 
Clemson University is accredited by the Commission on Colleges of the 
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools ( 1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, 
Georgia 30033.-4097; telephone number 404.-679.-4501) to award the Bachelor's, 
Master's, Education Specialist, and Doctor's degrees. Various curricula are 
accredited by the AACSB International (Association to Advance Collegiate 
Schools of Business), Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology, 
American Council for Construction Education, American Society of 
Landscape Architects, Computing Science Accreditation Board, National 
Architectural Accrediting Board, National Association of Industrial 
Technology, National Association of Schools of Art and Design, National 
Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education, National League for Nursing, 
NRPA/AALR Council on Accreditation, Planning Accreditation Board, and 
Society of American Foresters. 
Clemson is a land.-grant institution. As such, it is engaged not only in its 
primary academic program, but does extensive research at the main campus and 
at five agricultural experiment stations located in the State. The University is 
also heavily committed to a varied program of public service, including the 
work of agricultural extension which has professional personnel located in each 
of the State's counties. 
CLEMSON ALMA MATER 
Farmer and McGarity/arr. Freeman 
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness, 
Where the Tigers play; 
Here the sons of dear old Clemson 
Reign supreme alway. 
Chorus 
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph 
And with all our might, 
That the Tiger's roar may . echo 
O'er the mountain height. 
We will dream of great conquests, 
For our past is grand, 
And her sons have fought and conquered 
Every foreign land. 
Where the mountains smile in grandeur 
O'er the hill and dale. 
Here the Tiger lair is nestling 
Swept by storm and gale. 
We are brothers strong in manhood, 
For we work and strive; 
And our alma mater reigneth 
Ever in our lives. 
• 
Note: Candidates appearing in this program are not certified graduates. Likewise, 
academic honors designations are based upon performance prior to final grades. Both 
certification of graduation and honors designations must come from the Registrar of 
the University. 
********** 
First Aid A First Aid Station is located at the North entrance. 
Evacuation System Littlejohn Coliseum is equipped with a fire alarm evacuation 
system. In the event of activation, as noted by sustained horns and strobe lights, 
please proceed to the closest available exit. Remain outside the building until fire 
officials deem the building safe to re--enter. 
No Smoking Smoking is prohibited in the seating area of Littlejohn Coliseum. 
Cigarette receptacles are provided around the outer concourse. 
• 
